BARNARD GALLERY
Southern Suburbs
Barnard Gallery presents
a regular program of solo
exhibitions by its stable of
artists as well as curated
group shows, including
invited artists, which
explore diverse aspects of
contemporary art.

AR T IN T H E CI TY

Join our art guide and take a tour through Cape Town
to the very best art galleries including visits to the City
Centre, V&A Waterfront and
Southern Suburbs.
Guests may choose an itinerary from the art galleries
listed on the right.
Available Tuesday - Saturday
Price includes a driver and private art guide.

Kindly note that a 50% cancellation fee applies if the tour is
cancelled within 24 hours | A 100% cancellation fee applies when
the tour is cancelled within 12 hours | Art tours are not available
on Sundays and Mondays as most galleries are closed | Tours
on Saturdays are only available as half day tours | Lunch can be
arranged at an additional charge to the guest | Restaurants are
confirmed on the day | Prices are subject to change | Booking more
than a day in advance is essential

Full-Day Tour - 2 Guests
(Tuesday - Friday) - 6 hours
Half-Day Tour - 2 Guests
(Tuesday - Saturday) - 3 hours

R8,300.00
R6,200.00

____________________________
BLANK PROJECTS
City Bowl & Woodstock
Blank Projects was born
when founder Jonathan
Garnham recognized the
need for an exhibition space
where both emerging and
established artists could
develop as well as exhibit
art at no cost to the artist.
____________________________
BRONZE AGE
Waterfront
Bronze Age is an art foundry
that specialises in the
casting of bronze sculpture
utilizing both the lost wax
as well as sand casting
process. The foundry
provides this casting service
to many artists amongst
others: David Brown, Brett
Murray, Dylan Lewis and
Wim Botha.
____________________________
CHRISTOPHER MOLLER
GALLERY
City Bowl & Woodstock
Christopher Moller Gallery
deals in contemporary art,
specializing in art from
the African continent. The
building is located on a
heritage site, in one of the
oldest parts of Cape Town.
____________________________
DIE KUNSKAMER
City Bowl & Woodstock
Die Kunskamer was
established in 1971 as a
gallery dealing exclusively
in South African art that

rapidly earned a reputation
as a hallmark for keen local
and international collectors
seeking both South African
masters and established
contemporary art.
____________________________
EBONY
City Bowl & Woodstock
Ebony showcases classic
and contemporary fine art
combined with exclusive,
local design. Collaborations
with some of the finest
creators in Africa to create
dynamic and engaging
spaces.
____________________________
EVERARD READ
Waterfront
Opened in 1913 and
played a vital role in South
African art. They showcase
the finest works from
abroad and around the
sub-continent and play an
extremely important role
in showcasing Cape Town
artists.
____________________________
GALLERY F
City Bowl & Woodstock
Gallery F situated in the
heart of the CBD of Cape
Town, represents the
perfect forum from which
to promote fine art images
to a public increasingly
aware of the innate value
of collectable Photography
and Art.
____________________________
GALLERY MOMO
City Bowl & Woodstock
Artists exhibiting at the
gallery have been at the
forefront of the local and
international art world.
These artists, through their
respective genres, keep
pushing the boundaries
of local and international
markets. The gallery
continues to support

local and international
young-and-upcoming
talent through its renowned
residency program.
____________________________
GOODMAN GALLERY
City Bowl & Woodstock
Goodman Gallery celebrates
its 50th anniversary –
five decades of shaping
contemporary art and
working with artists who
challenge unequal power
structures and affect social
change.
____________________________
IRMA STERN MUSEUM
Southern Suburbs
Irma Stern Museum is
governed by the University
of Cape Town and the
Irma Stern Trust. It aims to
promote an understanding
and appreciation of the
life, work and travels of
Irma Stern, a major South
African artist, by displaying
a collection of her art and
artefacts in the domestic
setting of her home.
____________________________
SALON 91
City Bowl & Woodstock
Salon 91 Contemporary Art
Collection specialises in
affordable and accessible
contemporary South African
art, design and illustration.
Their main focus is to
seek previously unseen
and unrecognised talent in
South Africa.
____________________________
SMAC GALLERY
City Bowl & Woodstock
A leading contemporary
art gallery representing
established and emerging
artists from South Africa,
Africa, and further afield.
The gallery manages a
dynamic programme of
exhibitions and curatorial
projects that focus on

contemporary artistic
discourses, while facilitating
collaborative projects with
local and international
institutions and artists.
____________________________
SOUTH AFRICAN
NATIONAL GALLERY
City Bowl & Woodstock
South African National
Gallery is South Africa’s
premier art museum
housing outstanding
collections of South
African, African, British,
French, Dutch and Flemish
art. Selections from the
Permanent Collection
change regularly to
enable the museum to
have a full programme of
temporary exhibitions of
paintings, works on paper,
photography, sculpture,
beadwork, textiles and
architecture.
____________________________
SOUTHERN GUILD
City Bowl & Woodstock
Southern Guild provides
a platform showcasing
the very best of South
African Design from the
most respected designers
and artists in the country.
Exhibiting locally and
at leading Design Fairs
around the world, the
yearly collection strives to
progress, stimulate and
promote the industry.
____________________________
STEVENSON GALLERY
City Bowl & Woodstock
Stevenson Gallery is a
contemporary art gallery
in Woodstock, who often
hosts solo exhibitions as
well as group exhibitions.
____________________________
WALL GALLERY
Waterfront
Wall Gallery represent some
of the best works produced

by South African artists at a
time when this country was
politically isolated yet where
the artists were intimately
aware of their position
relative to world trends and
cognisant of their unique
position and vision on the
tip of the African continent.
____________________________
WARREN EDITIONS
City Bowl & Woodstock
Warren Editions is a
professional printmaking
studio that publishes and
prints fine art prints. The
studio collaborates with
established and emerging
artists.
____________________________
ZEITZ MOCAA
Waterfront
Zeitz Museum of
Contemporary Art Africa,
housed in the historic Grain
Silo at the V&A Waterfront,
is the largest contemporary
art museum in Africa. Their
focus is on collecting,
preserving, researching and
exhibiting cutting edge
contemporary art from
Africa and its Diaspora.
MARGARET RECOMMENDS

When visiting Everard Read,
ask to see the storage
room, which is filled to the
brim with excellent works
currently not on exhibition.
Tell them Ellerman House
sent you.

